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INTV ION -0 11F'.F:, HUMANITIES SERIES

Davic arry E. Condon, Project Co-Directors

global Percrectives: A Humanistic InfUence-on the
Curnt.---1 hich the Humanities Series ia a part, is based on the
prem-fa th,; = achieving a global perspective involves more than educating
about 'bhe worldit involves education which will help young people live
in, respond to, and shape their world. The learning that results in
this does not come from any special course or discipline, but can be
developed throughout theicurriculum. The needs for different grade
levels and courses are varied and the project materialb are designed to
meet them. W have cksigned the materials for teachers, teacher-trainers,
curricutuni %Planners, 'ma goals committees. Boards of education, and
all who work with and are concerned about the schools may also find 4hem
useful.

One can never say-that a Curriculum is finished. Rather, it is a
process--a continuing series o shifts and changes that we make in our
effort to provide training that will better prepare young people for the
future. As the Closing debades of the 20th century approach with what
seems to be alarming spedd, we find ourselves living in a highly complex.
world, in an age characterized by.wrenching changes and ever-increasing
interconnections. .ln such a world, the dynamics of curriculum as a
process become mote and more important.

The materials developed in this project, Global,Perdpectives: A
Humanistic Influence on the Curriculum, represent part of that procpss.
They possess a high degree of built -in, flexibility-3 flexiblEity that
encourages adaptation torpersonal teaching styles as well as the needs
of individual students, a flexibility that permits respdnsiveness to the
concerns of the local school and the coMminitY, and that can provide
room for future change.

-Each handbook in he Humanities Series offers ready-to-use lessons.
.

and activies a.swe as suggestions for lessons you develop your-
-slf._.The materialgi n be .used in individual courses- in the_Soci4l
studies, humanities, language arts,..And .s8ience., They'can also be used
as the basis for team-teaching and other multidieciplinary arDroache6.
The handbooks can go along withexistinetexts:and other materials; no-.
special preparatiOn or purchases are necessary.

Throughout -the project's three.YRAPs of development,huhdreds of
professional educators have addressed ttemseives to this question: What

kind of schooling do todaY's,atvdants need as preparation for the_ kind
of world they will lame to.dedl with?



. Many of the answers yoh will encounters in these handbooks fit what .

Arthur COmbs:calisthe "new goals for qducation"-goals which are both
"holistic and human." He feels that the major objectives -of schooling
must be "the development of intelligent behavior, the production of self-
propelled, autonomous, creative, problem-sOlvinghumane, and caring
citizens."1.

While such goals have roots, deep in ,the traditions 'of American
education, there still is no simple formula for their achievement.
Throughout the project's develoPment period, we have `aimed for the kind
of holistic and humanistic approaches that-can buildtoward those goals.
We have not created new courses and are not askindiZachert to make
drastic, changes in what they teach or how they teach it Instead, the
project has focused on ways to make,existIng courses more.responsive to
the needs and opportunities of a 1.ew age.

WORKING GOALS FOR GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES:
A HUMANISTIC INFLUENCE. ON THE CURRICULUM'

We seek to develop thoughtful, areative caring adults able to function
N

individualseffectively as ndividuals and citizens. For this we believe students
need a global perspective which _can be approached thrOugh a curriculum
that includes opportunities--

1. To learn to recogniie the interconnedtions-between-one's own' life.,
one's society and major global, concerns such as environment, re-

nrces, population, and human rights-=and how these interconnections
affect our future options And choices.

To d velop an understanding of basic human coimonalities; at the same
time recognizing the importance of individual and cultural differences.

To develop an awareness of how_perceptions differ among Individuals
and between group.

To develop the skIlls which enable adequate responses to an,elebtronic
age, with its increasingvolume of information and technolbgical
choices.

To acquire an ability to respond constructively and flexiblyito
_

lOcal, national and global events,-as'indiViduals and as members
of groups..



OBJECTIVES AS BUILDING BLOCKS

You will note that the objectives listee. for many of the activities
deal with the building of skills in processing information and In gain-
ing-experience with the concepts. In one middle-grade lesson for example,
students analyze why the, telephone was initial3y regarded by rnily with
such disapproval and why its potential was not fTreseen. Although this
activity may seem remota from learning about the pressing concerns of
a,global age, this episode is important,in adding to students' under-
standing of change as a force and how people respond to it.

The competencies and perspectives today's young people need ae best
developed in a sequential pattern, beginning with the earliest grades.
Practically every course in the curriculum can add specific building
blocks to the Process. =

An Example

One freqUently listed goal of modern schooling is to help students
understand: and respond to the complex of environmental concerns that
touch all our lives.: If we specify,panticular objectives to be achieved',
by certain grade .levels, we form a pibture of how learning at all ;levels
can build toward such a goal.

Examples of the objectives (or competencies) that ontribute to this
goal of environmental awareness and concern might include the following:

By grade 3, 'students enould be to

1. describe thejOtion,of systems,by explaining how a breakdown in
one part, of :'system will affect other parts;

2., identify.systeMs in surroundings familiar to them--including both
built and natural settings;'

give examples of planet-wide systems such as air and water,
11 P

draw a picture of a natural system and label its parts.

6, s &dents should be able- to
I

identify relationships. between one's immediate
the.planet:s,natural systems;

o ndinga'and



defineInterdependence and give examples of its operation
in human-environment interactions;.

A

record elle:Wes over time in their local surroundings;

give examples of ways in which human actions alter natural
systems, often in unintended. and complex ways;

draw inferences about how population influences environmental
situations.

0

should be able to

. ph

use pictures; literature-, and historical sources to draw in--
ferences'about changes.; in human environment relations at various.
points in IJ.S. history;

give examples- -of ways It which modern urbanization has influence
,natural systems; = N

4 4

3. hothesike about hoW alternative plans will affect a particular
ecosystem.

e 72, students should be able to

A

1. infer ways in-which seemingly Personal or local matters affect
or are affected by larger 'environmental contexts;

.2. recognize that creating a healthier environment can'require
difficult decisions,` and suggest ways of measuring the-possible
positive and negative consequences of such decisions or actions;

3. give eXamples.of conflicts of interest that arise over environ-
mental issues;

=1;

4. describe ways in hich'people have expressed their feelings about
hilmanzenvironment relations.;

5. identify.waysin'which,:th<ongoing revolutions in seienceand:
technology_have altered hpmen-environment`relations;

form a hypOthesis about ways in which future population patterns:

may influence their own lives.



FOUR BASIC THEMES

Mudh of the learning these handbooks is centered around four
basic themes, or concepts:

dommuni,cat

interdependence,

As stUdents become fami iar with these concepts, they will find them
valuable for organizing the ipformation they encounter throughout their
school careers--and beyond.

In the eleentary grades, students might be taught to recognize
similarities betweer6 the dynamics of conflict in an historical episode
and a conflict encountered in a story or a: real -life situation.- These
classroom experiences, in turn, can provide usefnk insights into how
conflict operates in our lives and the positive Inne;ions it can'serve.
Thus, the concepts also represent one way of making :those connections be-
tween the classroom and the world around us.

This focus on concept learning and application may be more difficult
with upper level students who lack background 'in the concept approach.
High school teachers are urged to use activities which,-while designed
for earlier grades, do provide students with a beginning understanding
of the concepts. Many teacherspf grades 10-12, for instance, have used
introductory activities on systems, designed fcli- grades K-3, to develop
,familiarity with the concept of interdependence. The studehts were not
even aware that they were being exposed to primary grade materials.

THE H ANDBOOKS AND BASIC SKILLS

Others have said'enough-about basic skills so that we don't have to,
repeat here the dire warnings or the priblems of low test scores. How-
ever, two important points do need to be made:

A

First, the_ e,ielopment of skills does not take place dn a vacuum.- In
fact, skills development-is much more likely to be improved when students
are dealing with subject matter that is real to themLand inherently

interesting. Actording to Charlotte Huck, former president of the National'
Council of Teachers, o English:

If our goals for childt4en include Mastery of a wide
range Of language 'functions', then we must create-environments
that will be,supportive of this goal. Children need to talk,'



and have interesting experiences they will have some-.
thing to talk aboUt.

Those f you who are-interested-in composition.know
that- this is equally true about children's writing. -Children
need to have authentic writing experiences in. order to
-prOduceaareful,observationsand-honest feelings.2

The second point about basic skills has to do with the kinds of
skills most in need of strengthening. -Christopher Jencks of Harvard
argues that a-close analysis of-test scores reveals that today's students
are doing better, not worse, in many-skills areas. "Where problems
appear," he finds, "thdy are with more cOmplex skills, with the desire
or ability to reason, th lack of interest in ideas and with shortage
of information about the word around them."3

We, have tried to apply these ideas to the development of basi
skills:

1.- to provide interesting, stimulating experiences for skill
development;

t encourage.the develoPment of those "more complex skills"

to provide students with better information about
of "the world-around them."'-

nderstanding

In a frustrating .and sometimes frightening world there is a
great need for coping skills and techniques. Good guidance and
better preparation are needed in the skills-of human relations,
in dealing with uncertainties, and in learning to choose wisely
among alternatives.4

NEA National Bicentennial Panel

CONNECTING: THE CLASSROOM WITH THE REAL -WORLD';.-

One major approach to creating the kind of learning needed fog our
age has bgen*to try:to relate what is lerned in the classroom' to What

is happening'. in the-students' lives and-in the world around them Achiev-
ing what we call globaL.p raped tives must-hegin'With that



We ban use'a hypothetical unit on'the Renaissance
how-and why such connections. can be made : ---

demonstrate

Teaching about the Renaissance is one of those-areas where we tend..
tai- assume (or hope) that students will recognize the importance of the
information they are encountering. All too often-we find ourselves
disappointed when only a handful show any interest in the paintings o
da Vinci, the sculpture of Michaelangelo, or the dramas of Shakespeare.
The rest of the class sinks into a trough of boredom. They find little
in the study that connects up with their own limes and interests

But there are connections, and one of our tasks is to make theM
more. explicit. A teacher might develop the-Renaissance unit around a'
'theme spdh as "The environment is what we make it And how we shape
it'depends on how we perceive it "5 IClassroom activities and field trips
could then be used to develop insights into both the present and the
past. We might begin with Renaissar9e architecture or art,and ask
students such questions as these:

1. How did people during the Renaissance perceive their environment
In what wtys are the perceptions of peopletodayincluding
:studentsthe same or different?

.How are these perceptions translated into, say,.architeotural
styles--the form and function of buildings? Are there echoes
of Renaissance attitudes in our approach to shop areas, living
space, natural environment, and so -on'

Would the class want to reshape their surroundings in some way?.
What arrangement or styles of buildings would they prefer and
why'

Other connecting themes might be ideas about the importance of the
individual;the changing role of women, the search for heroes, values
attached to material wealth, and many more Whatever theme is used to
make connections with concerns familiar to students, this is a different
sort of "relevance" from that,which was popular a decade ago. The
existing curriculum unit on the Renaissance remains, but there is mow
a coming together of the traditional humanities, modern social issues,

and the students'. personal concerns. Students become more interested
in learning about-the Renaissance when they see its relationship to-.
their own situation.

If we plan Oursresentations with this in mind, we should be able
to demonstrate to our Students that just about'every topic we ,deal With
has applications to_their lives and futures.



What we call global perspectives involves more than.the study of
other culturee:orwhat iecommonly thought of as international relations.
Global perspectives are ways of looking'at experience, ways that high-=
light the individual's relationship to his or her total environment.
And they are perepectivesthat can emerge readily horn much of the sub-'
ject matter, -we are already teaching

-Thequestion is not whether'history is relevant . but
what the relevance of a given historidal experience might'.
be to a given current or future one -that iS how isit'
relevant?

-

iOtbrion Edward L. ''Keenan

FiTTING THE PROJECT GOALS AND MATERIALS
INTO THE CURRICULUM: AN EXAMPLE-

In the spring of 1078, the San Francisco. Unified School District
-launched an ambitious program to redesign and,update its entire X-12
curriculum. The -District's Task Force for Social.Siudies produced a
curriculum guide which incorporated many of the ideas developed,by
this project and San Francisco teachers helped in the design and testing
of materials in the handbooks in the Humanities Series. A description
of the. San. Francisco K-12 scope and sequence is reprinted below. The
course descriptions illustrate how the goals of the project ha:e been -

incorporated into otraditional,social studies curriculum.

Other' schools, state departMents of education, commercial publishers,
and individual teachers haveafound various ways. of tailoring the materials

to meet special needs.

Elemen tary Grades

All, children bring a rich background of culture and experience to
their school life. Encouraging children to build on this experience-is
a central part of social studies and helps to enrich the curriculum.
The K-5 curriculum allows students to apply their personal experiences

and-perceptions to the material being explored.

e San Francisco Scope and Sequa_ce
For Social Studies, K-12

Grade K: -Myself

Children learn about their own physical and emotional needs and

explore their immediate environment. They begin to know themselves

better and lear aboilt their relationshipswith other people.



Grj 1: Myself and Others

Students learn about themselves in relationship to families and peer
group,;. They develop awareness of interdependence-within these social
units, their similarities, diversities, and changes. By studying differ-
ent family and friendship groups, students begin to discover things they
have in common with-humans throughout the 'world.

Grade 2: Myself and My Surroundings

As horizons expand, children learn about themselves as participants
in l tiger settings such as the classroom, the school, and the immediate
neighborhood. Some knowledge is gained of neigborhoods in different
communities and countries; comparisons and contrasts provide deeper
understanding of the child's own surroundings--both natural and human.

Grade 3: Myself in San.Francisco

The rich multicultural framework of San Francisco provides the
setting for learning about different ethnic groups, neighborhoods,
lifestyles, and.careers. Field trips, classroom visitors, parent par-
ticipation, and other sources will aid students'in understanding and
appreciating the city and its heritage. Comparison with other cities in
the United States and other parts of-the world will broaden the learni.ng
experience.

Grade 4: Myself in California

Diversity of cultural and ethnic heritage in the broadened setting
6f the stake extends students' knowledge of themselves in relation to
their social and physical environment. ,Students will also explore the
many interconnections fratween themselves, California, and the world,
including the herita g e of groups which have contributed to California
life in thP past-and the present.

f

Grade 5: Myself in the U.S. as Part of the World

The concept of change becomes central as students examine the
nation's growth and development. They learn about the contributions of
individuals and different groups.throughodt the nation's experience. This

study provides an historical background for understanding the United
States-as a changing, complex, multicultural society. ,Learning.also
places the United States in a global setting, indicating the growing
interconnections between this country and other parts of the world.

9



Middle School

Students horizons are extended further as they learn more'about the
larger global context. As in all levels'of the social studies, emphasis'
continues to be on the Self--an exploration of the student's life and
interests within expanding areas of awareness.

Grade 6: Our Hemisphere andtMyself

Students now learn more about themselves in relation to a larger .

environment--the varied texture of life within the Western Hemisphere.
Selected societies in -forth and South America are studied to develop a
deeper understanding of the nature and variety of human culturethe
ways in which people in different places And at different times have
organized to meet common human needs.

Grade 7: Dar World Teritaga

Many different groups throughout human history have contributed
to our global bank of human culture. Students will explore the
experiences and achievements of selected groups to gain an understanding
of how these groups have added to the human story. The learning will
highlight common human themes as well as points of difference.

Grade 8: The U.S. the World, and Myself

The study enables students to analyze the economic, political, and
social decisions of the past that have;helped to shape our modern physical
and social environment. Attention is also given to the forces which
have strengthned ties between the United States and other-parts of
the world--and how those interconnections influence our lives.

High School.

A wide variety of social studies experiences--including history,
geography, political.science,'economics, anthropology, and others-
provide students with knowledge and skills to meet the challenges and
opportunities of the future. Special attention is given to ways in-
which the social studies can help young people to-prepare for adult
roles and to function effectively as participants in a democratic society.

10
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- Grade Geography

Geographical and social studies skills are developed in-studying
the interrelationships of our physical, economic, social,- and political'
environments. Case studies will enable students to compare and contrast
the ways in which different societies have adapted to eyariety of
geographic settings. Special emphasis will be placed'on settingsin

Grade 10: Electives

In grades 10 through 12, students have available a spectrum of
courses that will introduce them to more detailed or advanced study of
particular subjects. These offerings may vary from school to school;
some may be components of special or "magnet" programs. Special attention
will be given to the role of the social studies in preparing students
for career opportunities and citizenship responsibilities, and for under-.
standing and appreciating their own cultural heritages.

Grade 11 U.S. History 1,2

This is a survey course, reinforcing social studies skills and concepts,
and encompasses the growth, development, and traditions of our democr,atic
society; exploration and appreciation of the roles of various cultural
and ethnic groups in creating our modern society; analysis of the chang-
ing roles of women; examinationrof economic, industrial, and urban
changes over time; the nation's rise to world power and its present
role in a changing, highly interconnected global environment.

Grade 12: Civics 1

A.special emphasis is placed on the role of the individual as a
participant in a.democratic society--the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship. Students'ga3n an understanding of the practice and theory
of government, beginning with the school setting and moving through local,
state, and national levels, focuseq on an appreciation.of the special
opportunities provided by the democratic process. Comparative study of
other forms of government places this study in a broader context.

We hope the materials in this Humanities Series will help you meet
some of the important educational needs we've outlined. Your comments
and suggestions are welcomed.

11



1. Arthur Comb . "Humanism, Education, and the Future, Educationa_
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6. Adapted from the Social Studies Task Force Curriculum Guide,
San Francisco Unified School District, April 1978. Reprinted by

permission.
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FEELINGS AND FRIENDS

by Marilyn Maxwell and Caryl Hamilton

Introduction

The activities in this handbook are based on two central themes:
communication and conflict- The communication lessons begin with sug-
gestions for building a positive self-image, since this is central to
our relationship with others.' The class will explore various kinds of
noilverbal communication,- such as hand gestures and body language, and
they will gain practice in the sending and receiving of clear messages

In later lessons, the students use these communication skills to
discover something about human differences and commonalities. This is

an important step in learning to communicate effectively in our plural-
istic, national and world environment.

Lessons 7 through 9 introduce the children to the study of conflict.
They will see conflict as something natural and normal in their lives,
rather than as something to be feared or avoidd. Recent studies show
that education about conflict can help young people develop healthier
attitudes toward it abd provide them with skills fol;more successful
management of it. Test results of materials in this Humanities Series
indicat2d that students exposed to the study of conflict were more will-

ing than students in other national samples to consider talking over
disputes rather than fighting about them.

Skills in both thase areas communication and conflict--are essential
buildin& blocks in-Zeveloping an adequate global Perspective. We can
best help students achieve these skills by beginning as early in the

school years as possible.

13
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N 1= WHO

AF AS OF STUDY

Art Music

Language Arts (verbal communica-
tion, so_ntene writing,
appreciation nor poetry)

F OSE

Social Studies
relations)

1 -ersonal

Through language, art, and music activities, children are encouraged
to develop a positive Self-image.

OBJECTIVES

Children will

Make a positive statement about themselves.

Depict themselves positively in a drawing.

Dictate (or write) personal information about hemselves t9 be sh
. with others.

Understand-that there are actions they can take to attain-s_ _of=
their own wishes or goals.

_

Recognize,that everyone has feelings, and write about own
feelings.

SUGGESTED TIME

4 class periods

MATERIALS

RecordingJivagi.natiOn and Me
or poeM (sources sug
gested in bibliography)

-Hand mirror

Black construction paper
-(127 x 18")

d

Crayons or colored pencils

Manila construction paper (12" x 18 ")

Typewriter and typing paper (oPtional)

Writing paper

14



INTRODUCTION

Unless children have positive feelings about themselves, they are
unlikely to get along well with others. The first series of activities
can, help build that sense of self-worth. The children will develop a
better understanding of their feelings, their strength, and their inter-
ests. Many teachers will continue to work on this aspect thronghOut the ,
year, using similar activities.

Activity 1: I -Like Me

A good, way to' begin is to build on the stall things children like
about themselVes. Songs and poems can-provide the means; Use' -the Joe

Wayman song "I Like Me" from the album Imagination.and Me (words and
music for the song accompany this lesson), playing it for the class with
iv introduction to the total lesson. The song -is- catchy and repetitive,
and the youngsters enjoy a second playing.

After hearing the 'song, say to the children, "1 Like Me!" Make a
statement about yourself, such as, "I like my brown eyes," or "I like my
hearty laugh." Encourage the children to share things they like about
themselves. If the record album'is not availlable and you're not able to
play the music yourself, read a poem instead, such as "I'm Glad I'm Me."

I Glad I'm Me

No one looks
The way-I do,
I have noticed
-That it's time

No one walks
The way:.I walk.
No one talks
The way I talk.
No one plays
The way I play.-
No one says
The things I say.

I am special.
I am me.
There's no one
I'd rather be

,than
me l*

*Ruth Dana Pederson, One 2, September 3 1972. Copyright- 1972 by

Graded PresS. Reprinted with permission.

15



Activity 2: 'Iirror, Mirror in My Hand

Take the previous activity another step by introducing a hand
mirror.

Have the class sit in a circle. Ask the children to look in the
mirror as it is passed around the circle and say what they like about
themselves. If a child finds it difficult to make a statement ask the
other children to help;

If you say the first "l like" statement, it makes it easier for the
chil ren to continue. The children may follOw the example you set. If
this occurs, accept their answers but-go around the group a second time
asking fcir a new and different "I like" sentence.

After everyone has had the chance to look in the mirror, ask -them to
'talk about how they felt when they had to say something nice about
themselves in front of their classmates: Some will say they felt silly,,
:while others will be embarrassed by the whole exercise.

You might wish to keep a record of each child's statement for use
in theinext activity.

Activities 3 and 4

These two activities may go on simultaneously. In Activity 3
silhouettes of each child are made. In Activity 4 children draw
pictures of themselves. Read through both activities. Hold the
group discussion described in Activity 4. Then while one child's
silhouette is being prepared, the other children can work on their
drawings.

Activity 3: I* That Me

Silhouettes are fun to makeenTsto look at Children usually don't
recopiize themselves and endoy seeing 'this new View. They will look.
at their own silhouett, over and over,' saying, "that's-notme. T don't
look. like that."

When the silhouettes are cut but and displayed,_ personal information
can be added such as full name, address, hobbies, and:the-7Z like"
statement =add in Activity 2,, Younger children might dictate this same
information to the teacher or a parentvolunteer.
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There is a traditional, very successful method of drawing silhouettes.
Use a filmstrip projector as a light source. Seat a child directly in
front of the black construction paper which has been affixed to a smooth
wall surface. Using a white or yellow crayon or colored pencil,-Care-
fully trace the outlille of the child.

Have each chile cut out his or her own silhouette. You will find
missing noses, square chins, crops of hair shaved off, but this *ay it
becomes the children's own work. Mount the silhouettes on -a white back-
ground and use as a bulletin board display.

Activity Making a Class Book

Hold a group discussion about similarities and differences in the
students' physical characteristics: hair and eye color, freckles,
glasses, height, etc.

After you feel the children are aware of physical appearance, extend
the discussion to observing the color and patterns of their clothing.

When- sufficient time has been spent observing,Ipass out 12" x 18"
manila paper, instructing children to draw themselves, showing proper
`hair and eye color, etc., and the clothes'they are wearing.

When the pictures are completed play. a "who am I" game. Show each
picture to the class. Or, use an opaque projector to project each
picture. See how many they can identify.

Assemble these drawings into a class book entitled-All Abou
Place the book in a prominent place where the children and their
parents can enjoy it.

Other children might enjoy writing and illustrating individual
books about themselves. Listed below are some Suggestions for this type
of booklet.

Hi! My name is

My eyes are

My hair is

I like to

I wear glasses. Yes

I have freckles. Yes

17
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Some may prefer to write tories about the things they do to express
themslves.

Statements end outline drwings may be prepared ahead of time and
copied for younger children, leaving blanks for them to fill in. They
can also color the pictures. See drawings at end of lesson.

The children enjoy these bOoks because they,i-e written and illus gated
by themselves and of course,-the subject g "me" --is very important to
them.

AV Book About Me by Dr. Seuss, and a set Of dittos entitled FimariLy
Me,- produced by Good Apple, are excellent sources for this type of
activity

_ Activity 5: "I Have Feelings

While Many of these activities have dentered on external appearance,
t ime should also be'spent on developing awareness of feelings.

Again, a song o'.poem would help direct a sharing session. Another
Joe Wayman song, entitled "I Have Feelings," from the album Dandylions
W eyer Rorm, has proven a good lead-in for sharing feelings (words and

. music for the'song accompany this lesson).

Children are also anxious to talk about the times they got mad at a
brother or sister. Just ask, "Have you ever been angry?" "What made

you feel that way?" "When have you been glad?"

Try-to elicit a list. of feelings from the class, such as bored,
excited, ashamed, frightened, etc. Make a bulletin board list to use
for vocabulary detelepment. Synonyms and antonyms could even be worked
in, but on another day.

This discussion lends to writing activity. provide a start-
*

ing sentence-such as-- 4. -

,I am glad when

I get mad when

en am sad

was bored
/

Use faces showing these feelings for the background, placing the writing

in the center of the drawing. Or cut the face and writing paper the
same shape and staple together in a book ffashion.
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ANOTHER IDEA

Have children discuss or write about times when they like to be
aloneor times when they like to be with someone else.

Activity 6: I M19h.

"I wish I had a baby brother." "1 wish-I had a bike." Wishing is

common among children. Sometimes-the dreams can be'real.med while other
times they are beyond reach.

_

Prepare the 'class for wishing by having them imagine you're a genie--
and will grant each of them three wishes. 'erhat would.they be? '.Provide

time for them to share with each other their proposed wishes.

When wishing time is over, select a few wishes that seem realistic.
Help the children suggest ways they might attain the wish. Also, select

a few wishes that don't seem poSsible. Again, lead the children through
a discussion helping them see why some wishes maimot be attainable.,

The experience lends itself to writing.- Ask the children,to write
.a story about the day the genie granted them a wish.. Since countless
folk tales deal with the theme of wishing, you might read some to the
class, in conjunction with this activity. Children will see that wishing
for something is common to people everywhere-.

19
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l'ike me. Yes,

I LIKE ME
JOE WAYMAN

like

some- times laugh, some- times

r G

cry,® some -times sing, some

m, .----..raaam.mEmamo-MIEM MIMMEMMililfIMMiNIIMI=BEIMIIMIME - Ai-,~1.1WIlln1111711IMIELL-MMIMIWILW".M104.4Ii MIM .W .` ANM
3

some- times' gentle_ _

C G G7
=.IMMO!.1N=911M

IIMMMMINIMMIENME

m some- times tough some-ti

2. Do you like you, do you like you
Doing what only you can do,
Do you like you?

3. We like us, yes, we like us.
Doing that make us us,
We like 1113

- 4. I like me, yes, I like me,
Being what only I can be,
I like me.

soft_ and Some-times rough.

_ 4
,-

.,

Co jpyright 1975 by Joe Wayman, 64-0,So4th GriOve'AVe.,arrington,_XL _60910,-
and Good Appl Box 299, Carthage, IL 62321. All rights reserved.

,

Used 1 permission-_ _



I HAVE FEELINGS

I have feel-ings and you do

A7

too, like to share -a-

DON MITCHELL

few 1.

D

you.

11WE..11NWIMWMNIM111WWWW.INIMILWW?WW AWTWIMil
WIIMM11WMCiii
am- ..gL-E:MINN

me-times Pm hap-py and some-times I'm s

A7

Some - tithes Pm, so ed, and some - times

ID
a

almawvolaw-
MWM=WWWWW AMU

WouiWWW

The most im -por

aorus Cl

fee -ing you see, thatis that Prrkp

A7

ud of be me.

I feel just ight in the s

Cl

wear, There's no one like_ one an-,y - where.-

A D

feel just in the I wear, There s no --one like me

'Verse Two: No one sees the things I see, behind my eyes is only me.
And no one knows where my feelings begin for there's only
No one does what I can do, be me, and you be you.
Chorus:

y - where.-

me inside my skin.
el'\

Verse Thre:It's a wonderful thing how everyone owns just enough skin to cover his bones.
My dad's would be too big to fit, I'd be all wrinkled inside of it.
Baby sister's would be much too small, it wouldn't cover me up at
Chorus:

C) Copyrigh
and Go

197E by Joe Wayman, 640-South Grove Ave., Barrington, IL 60010,
d Apple, Box';299, Carthage, IL 62321. All rights reserved.

Used by permission.
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LESSON 2: TALKING WITH OUR HANDS

AREAS OF STUDY

Language Arts (note taking)

Drama (role playing)

Social Studies

Art (finger painting)

PURPOSE

Safety

Observation

Math (counting)

This series of activities is designed to help children discover and
Practice some of. the ways in which gestures are used to communicate.

OBJECTIVES

Children will

Become aware-of the vast variety of messages which human hands and
arms can convey.

Identify reasons for rules of conduct.

Show, by both verbal and non-verbal responses, that they understand
"non - verbal messages.

Use their hands and arms to express themselves in creative dramatic
activities, or in art through finger painting.

ImprQve their skills in observation, reporting, discussion, and
group .participation.

SUGGESTED TIME

3-4 classs periods

MATERIALS

Pencil and paper=dfor older, children)



INTRODUCTION

Ask the children to sit on their hands. Then ask someone to tell some-
thing about the playground still sitting on his or her hands. Is it

difficult? Have others try it. They will quickly see how hard it is to
talk without using one's-hands.

Although all. people use gestures to communicate, not all gestures
mean the same thing everywhere._ Eackof us learns the gestures of our
culture in the same way that we learn our language. (Because we are
writing the 5 to 8 year old, this lesson will be introductory only
and is not an attempt to teach cultural differences.)

Activity 1: A Field Trip Within Your School*

A field trip around the school will give the .class opportunities to
observe -communication through hand and arm movement.

To begin the lesson, ask the children to think aboUt their own hands
and arms and tell how they can do many things with them. The children,
may point out that they can hold things in their hands. They can lift
things, cover things, andrso on. Ask the children if they've ever thought
about how people use their hands and arms to "talk" to each other. And
then explain, that they are going on a field try-around the schoorto
find out for themselves how-people in their sch-ol use their hands and
arms to talk or communicate.

Take tirrie to work on skills of group participation before setting out
on the field trip. Establish through discussion the need for rules or4
standards of conduct on the field trip. Let the children suggest rules
and encourage them to give reasons why they think those rules are "good"
or "fair." One rule_which you and students might agree on is that every-
one should be quiet as they move through the school to collect data. That
is a "good" or "fair" rule because it is not right for a class to disturb
other students who are at their own work.

Explain to the children that they will have plenty of opportunity to
talk about the findings after they have returned to their classroom.
They will need, therefore, to observe well and to remember what they see.
Older children who can write should take along pencils and notepaper and
be instructed in how to take notes on their observations.

* From "Talkirm_With Our Hands," Intercom 84/66'Educa o for a World in

Change: A Working Bandbookr Global. Perspectives. Copyright ° 1976
by- Global Perspectivei in Education,, Inc!
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you may wish to help the children know what to look for by mentioning
jut a few of the kinds of nonverbal communication which they are apt to
see. For example, they might see people --

1. Raising their hands to indicate-they want to say something.

2. Holding their fingers to thiir lieu 7t-e-indibate

3. Motioning for someone to come by beckoning with their forefingers
or their hand.

4. Pinching their noses to indicate that they don't like the smell.

Placing their hands over their hearts.in a gesture of respect or
salute.

6. Showing students that it is safe or not safe to cross the street.

7. Waving goodbye..

6. Hugging someone who's been hurt or is in need of being comforted.

9. Showing decisions made by an umpire or referee.

10. Directing a chorus, Qrchestra, or band.

The. list of possibilities is great indeed. These examples are just
-t hey- indicate-j ust-how-much-our- culture-re des-e:.

non-verbal 'communication.

After the children have completed their field trip, have them share
- their findings.' As they do, you may wish to list their observations on
the chalkboard. Or write a short composition on poster paper, as the
students dictate.

Anotherralternative is to let the children play a game. Have one
student show a hands/arms gesture. Let the others guess its meaning.

As soon as you are satisfied that the children understand the essentials
ofnon-verbalconnunication, move on to more creative aspects of the lesson.

Activity 2: Silent Dramas*

Let the children work in small groups to plan and rehearse short, non-
verbal dramas of their own devising. For example; they mime a simple story
about a dog which is discovered eating their lunches: Through gestures
the students can indicate their_reactions and show their afforts:to
make the dog stop and go home. 'Finally, they can.pantomime eating their
lunches.

* Ibid
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Another drama can be built around arriving or leaving the school
grounds, emphasizing safety rules. Students can mime the story Of a
child getting off a bus or out,of a car and then crossing a street
properly with the aid of the arms/hands signals of the student traffic
squad or adult Crossing guard.

A third drama may involve taking turns, or dividing and sharing.

Activi_ty 3- SignLanguage

-The class can learn a great deal about human couununication through an
exposure, even a brief one, to sign- language. An easy introduction involves
using a popular song the children will know or a standard like John Denver's
"Rocky Mountain High."

Using one of the sources in the bibliography, teach the class four or
five appropriate hand signals used by the deaf. They can then practice
using the signs as they sing.along with the record.

Talk with the children about why knowing sign language and other hand
gestures would be important to a person who cannot hear. ,Why, though,
do many deaf people feel they must learn to read lips. (You can help the
class to see that lip-reading allows the deaf person to live more normally
to carry on more "normal" conversations with people who are not deaf and
do not know sign ,language7)

Children are often'_ cinated by sign language and may want to learn
more. While encouragi- their explorations, don't lose sight of your main
.point that using o-r hands is a very important part of sending messages,
of communicating.

Activity 4: Finger Painting*

Younger-children generally delight in finger painting. As a child
finger paints, he or she literally becomes a part of his or her creation.
The hands feel'the paint. The arms become part of the production with
elbows and sides joining in the fun of making a picture. In short, finger
painting affords children a rich sensory experience; no brushes, sponges,
or instruments of any kind come between the child and the paint. And the
child is free to paint and to express anything he or she wishes.

When the children are finished, their finger paintings can be examined.
Their peers ought to suggest what they can }'see" in each other's paintings.
Does the painting "tell" them something? Does it suggest a story to them?
Does it make them "feel" in a certain way? For example, the colors used

* Ibid.
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might make the students "feel" happy, sad, or excited. By talking about
each other's productions, students can increase their sensitivity to art,
extend their abilities to appreciate it, and improve their oral skills.
At the same time, younger children can practice computation. They can-
count-how many fingerpaintingswere done in the class and the number of
times that red or blue was selected by an artist.

Activity 5: School Bus Safety

Arrange to have a school bus driver give a safety demons ation to
the class. The children will first 'listen to the driver and then par-
ticipate in some of the safety measures taught. These would include
sitting, listening, quiet talking, and proper evacuation in case of an
emergency.

Follow this by a class discussion. What rules did we-learn? What

hand motions were used? Are geStures sometimes more important than words?
When?

Prepare the children beforehand for this experience and'neme things-
you want them to remember, especially the hand gestures. Did the hand
gestures go with the-directions?

OTHER IDEAS

Prepare a map of the school and show the route to be followed during
"field" observations.

Take a second field trip to a nearby construction site so that the
children can observe other uses of non-verbal communication.

If a television set is availabl in the classroom-,-turn-on the pic-
ure but leave the sound off. Have the children watch for the use of

gestures. Let them discuss what they observe.
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LESSON 3 : BODY TALK

-AREAS OF 'STUDY

Social Studies Language Arts

Drama Dance

Art Music

PURPOSE

As part of thetr exploration of non-verbal communication, children
will enjoy learning how they can use their faces and bodies to express
feelings and communicate ideas.

OBJECTIVES

Children will

Learn that many familiar messages are communicated nonverbally and
are common to many cultures.

Interpret non-verbal messages to show that they comprehend them.

,Send non-verbal messages in role-playing situations.

Mine different emotions or"moods,'using different parts of their
bodies.

Interpret, from pictures and books, emotions shown by pe,Iple in
different cultures.

Express feelings through music and dance.

SUGGESTED TIME

4 or more class periods

MATERIALS

Large paper bags-(2)

BookFrances Face At
.

by William Cole and Toni Ungerer
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Pictures of people in different-cultural settings 7* from your own
picture file or from sources like National Geographic,

Activity 1: Faces Talk

Draw the children together in a group. Begin the lesson with %

statements such as: "Tommy, you look happy today." "Sue, you look
tired." "Matthew, you look unhappy," "Do you know how I. know?"

Follow this by reading FY)ances Face haiker. Show the children the
kinds of faces Frances makes in the bobk. Have the students make
similar faces. (A Polaroid camera is 'a useful and delightful adjunct
to this activity.)

Remind the class of what they have learned about hand and' arm
messages. How did Frances send messages? Do we all do this?

Introduce the term "communication" if it seems appropriate at
this time.= Discuss how talking with words is just one way of communicating.

Activity 2: The Grocery Bag Game

Tell the students they are now going to play a game, Try covering the
top part of your body with a grocery bag, so that no one can see your
face or arms. Ask the students if they can guess how you are feeling,
when they can see only your legs and feet? Let them try. Practice with
a few children ahead of time, so that they perceive that they do use their
whole bodies to convey messages. You can extend this to getting the
message across by u.ing all your body, from your face to your feet.

With statements or questions, bring out different interpretations.
There will truly be no right or wrong answers, but the children will
see that we communicate with our legs and bodies as well as with our
facial expressions and our hands,

Activity 3: Making Masks

Mask making is a useful teaching tool that often frees children frbm
natural shyness and allows them to act out thoughts and feelings. (Of
course, some children don't need such encouragement!) In this activity,
students can use thwmasks to learn more about facial expressions which
denote.common emotions like being happy, sad, angry, or silly.'

Use picture or story books for ideas of different expressions for
feelings. Have each-child make a mask to show some universal emotion.

,The search for idea and the making of the masks will help the children
understand the variety of communications possible through facial expressions.
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There are a number of ways to make masks. One is to make them out of
oaktag folded double and stapled into a tongue depressor (available at
drugstores). A different face can be drawn on each side. This enables the-
child to turn the mask and thus change expressions -- a useful technique
for role playing and the occasion for outbursts of delight when some-
one uses the wrong expression. Such masks are square (about 10" x 10")
and cover the entire face.

Children enjoy displaying their masks to the class and there are. often
interesting variations in cutting and coloring. The children can use
the masks for dramatizing short plays from stories or from everyday
occurrens.

Activity 4: Simple Charades

A simplified version of charades is good for practicing non-verbal
skills, and the children love it. Have the children sit in 'groups of
three to six, around a table or a rug, and choose a representative who
will mime words from a list you have prepared. Give each group repre-
sentative a word or words to mime. The representative rushes back to
his/her group to act out the word(s). The representative may not talk
at any time but must do all his/her communicating with gestures. The
rest of the group may talk as they try to guess the word(s) and the
first group to get the exact word or message wins a point. Since the
representative cannot talk at any time, he or she must use some form
of non-verbal communication (example: raise a hand, or wave hands to-
gether) to signal the teac' r that his/her group has guessed the right
message. (The role of representative should be rotated until everyone
has h:.1 a turn.)

ACtivity 5: Wordless Messages

Ask volunteers to stand up and send a wordless message to another
student or to the entire class. Encourage the senders to think of
familiar messages they send all the time to family and friends. Have
the class convert each message into words to demonstrate how the same
message can also be sent and received verbally, as another way of
communicating. (Be alert or donflicting-interpretations -and-use these-
to demonstrate that conflict is often a product of miscommunication.
The students will then be better able to comprehend how wrong readings
of Intended messages can be harmful or even dangerous. Suppose, for
instance, we misunderstood the non-verbal message of a crossing guard
or traffic policeman.)
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Activity 6: Body Plays

Children, especially younger children enjoy moving to "body plays."
There are a'number of collections of these plays available. Here is a
sample from Marilyn Mendelson's "Eighteen Body Plays for Primaries"
which appeared in The Instructor:

Angfy,' Angry, Angry!
'So angry that I kick the air
Then stehp my feet,
And pull my hair.
Now isn't it curious?
After feeling so furious,
I feel very good once more.

Finger fingers, everywhere.
Fingers blinking in the air. -=-:---
Fingers making little holes.
Fingers tying little bows.
Fingers learning to button eh-di-snap.
Fingers on hands that like to clap.*

Marilyn MendelsOn

Carry over into music, dance, or movement activity, the ,idea of
expressing feelings nonverbally. Encourage children to create their
own rhythms or melodies to convey different feelings This can be done
very simply and can gradually'be made more sophisticated. .Working
in Small groups, children can create their own simple musical rhythms
and perform them for others to move or dance to.. With older children,
this could be coupled with folk-songs and dances fl.om other'cultdres

t From "Eighteen Body Plays for Primaries," by Marilyn Mendelson.
The. Instructor, March ,1969.
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LESSON 4: GETTING THE MESSAGE

ARRAS ©g STUDY

Language Arts (listening, speaking, analyzing stories)

Arte(drawing from verbal instruction)

Dramatics

PURPOSE

Clear understanding or interpretation of messages is as important as
clarity in sending them. This is not easy to learn, :.careful listening
and observation skills are basic to successful communication. This set
of activities points up the importance of being a good receiver of messagds.
Chiles will also be alerted to- the fact thAt messages don't always get
through as intended.

SUGGESTED TIM

4 7 5 class periods

MATERIALS

Drawing paper The Xing Who Rainedby_Fred GMynne

Crayons Whihadih4diZZY by Bill Peet

Bread, butter, peanut butter, Amelia,Bedeia by Peggy Parish
jelly, knife Lazy Jack by Joseph Jacobs

Simple degigns for copying

INTRODUCTION

The primary grades provide an excellent opportunity for developing
skills in both accurately sending and receiving messages. These skills
begin with careful listening and observation and can be developed using
a variety of games and exercises'in many areas of learning. TheNchildren
will also find that gestures or illustrations often help the receiver in-
terpret a message more accurately.
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Activity COpyc

Begin._ developing liste Wining skills with simple clapped .1, number,
or lettm-, patterns. These -_,_ are to,be repeated after you boy the children.
For example: clap -clap 3 a =lam --clap, or 3-7-2-4 or C-r-Z-0-G.

Vary these exercises 13,,y adding more claps, numberzs, orca, letters. Make
it more aifficult by ask- _mg them to repeat the sequence i reverse order.

The children may enjoy--a- being the "teacher" and giving z. a number/letter
pattern. The teacher shvtt=ad write the' sequence as it- is g given to-ensure
accurate recall.

Combine such ,. -_ with stories about how messagez±s can be con -
faced thr-ough poor ing or observation. The stories = of Lamg Jack
and Arne747-a Bede iia (see i__Mbliegretphy) are examples of nen-4y- stories which \

age on misinterpretation of Messages and they approaotch the subject
with Iimr.

Any (=.f. the Amelia Bedelia books can be used or this a activity. ASk,
for example, why was Ameli tea Bedelia always getting into trouble? Why
were Mr. and Mrs. Rogers a=r,set with her? Has an ythint liF,_ke that ever hap-
pened to you?

craw out the idea that = c
straight can lead to probq.

eless listening or not gett =ing a message

Activity 2: Funny 14411..n. er
Even when we listen .a_Ja.reftilly, we can't always get theitie exact meaning that

is in another person's Remonstrate this by liewri_na:.:g the children
draw a "monster" accordirg to youy description. Provide E.! specific features
such as 'T fat brown legs!' 0-,rnr "pink claws."

The =bildren' s drawirig _ will _le quite varied even thotr-ugh each may be
an accura.te repres:rativnfa of what you said. DiscusS WttEr:li the class the
idea the= one can ! always get acToss exactly what on tsea..ans. Ask: "Why
should we3 be extra careful_ to understand what people ,ar% .v trying to 'say?"
Repeat tt-ae-activity and---170-4n-ni---cut-examples, of. improvermallt in the_ Capacity__
to listem for precise detail.

This activity can be e--xpandeci by reading Bill Feet's book, The
442tingdingrdilty, a deligtrrfal story about an unhappy dog wit-hich is changed
by a with into a creature with nny different animal part--ts. Be is called
the Whingdingdilly. Read through the book the first time without showing
the illutrations. After completing it, askk, the children to draw the
Whingdin&dVly as described. When the children have fini shed their drawings-,
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have the chil n check their drawings E=as you reread the story, this
time showing tre odlawings in the book.

Experience tells us that first gradrs get itchy if they cancan't see
the pictures. With younger students, its may be hest to read pates of the
story, then stop and let the children draw their pictures of the 1.i-1-Thing-
`dingdilly before completing the book.

When everyone has finished, :a11 the group topther. Ask the students
to hold their pictures in front of then while you reread the Whindingdilly
descripkion sections, this time showing the illustnations. There will be
substantial discrepancies. Discuss the children why there ar=e such
_differeneek,_ Inability_ to_ remember _ all the details_ will_be part cacDf the_
answer. Curiosity to see the book's pi-_-ntures also interferes within con-
centrating on listening. Having differnt "pictures in our heads''' also
is part of it words don't mean exact l, the same thing to every person.

Older students will be able to draw their own Monsters and write
descriptions of them. These children .should pass their written descriptions
to another classmate. The classmate/is then to dr4-1,ta picture acc =ording
to the written description. After the eLrawings are completed, compare the
originalpictUre with the second drawin. Why do tIeylook differ---ent?
What went wrong?

Activity 3: Peanut Butter and Je3ELly
Most children love peanut butter ands= jelly sandwiches and can make them

themselves. Let them give you the directions for making the sandsr-sarich and
they' 11 see the -nportance of explicit cl_Iireot ions They' 11 also h..istave fun
doing it.

Come to class prepared with the necF---_=ssary food stuffs for snaking peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches and spread t_ :hem out a demonstration table.
Very young children can give the -directi--_ons verbally, (No gestures = allowed!)
Ask for a volunteer who knows how to ma:-___ke the sandwich: "Tell me = how to make
a peanut Dater and jelly sandwich. I /Irk_TI new at this' and want to 1- -earn. 11
do just as yoti tell me." Start with the first direction exactly az_s you're
told. The rest of the class will probers -ly get actively involved, 4 yelling:
"No - 112 - don't do that!" Allow as ma-aay children as time permitz:s to give
directions, each time doing just_ what th.--ey say should be done.

One third grade teacher had her stud--_eats write due the-direefici,_ons, cau-
tioning them to be aS exact as possible. She collectedthe papers and pro-
ceeded to follow the students' instructs -_ons. If the directions Gaz_id "Put
the peanut butter on the bread" she did - exactly that placing the z jar on top
of the loaf. Her running commentary ad&- ed to the delight of the Cl_lass; when
she was told to "stick the knife in the jer'"she tvied it, saying "But the



knife _it go through the lid of

cla

Aft=zer the fun and after demonstrating how eldr directions voz.r_
mill enjoy making lunch out of the lesson materials.

Activi_ ty 4: Following Verbal Directions
ThiMs will make a good follow-up several days,r- or weeks

Have children work in pairs, sitting,:back to Leek, with one
of the pair facing the wall or chalkboard. You will then put a- facing
on the wall or chalkboard.

Sam=aple designs

la_ater.
nftaember
design
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?rovide pencil and
to their partners, who
No Questions are to be
to look at the drawing
is completed, have the
so -that each child can

paper. =hose seeing tlie Jain a to describe it
are to .r_ -raw the design, Iving the= oral directions.
asked ad the person gliftligdirea 7Lions is not allowed
until it= is completed. &hp theme first drawing
pairs si-74ritch positions eid put 13.-=p a second design,
experiece giving diret tas and following them.

Ask about the problems the instructors and Owers -rtcountered. "Why
did you find it hard to give dections?" raw-114,1Es: C__.mouldn't use hands,

t look at drawing as it was being 'Was = hard to follow
the directions?" "Why?" "How did you feel wb5--1.e you w--re instructing?"
"Wb._ lie you were drawing ?"

Lead the class to see that -using gestures w-nuld have= hLlped. A pair
of students can demonstrate the= point .'"N. FIa vin t,immodel_._ to look at helps
eve-___..1 more and this can easil=y_ be demonstrat-d, You a -_an bring the point
hom too, by showing the clans printed instriat t jos fo- assembling just
about anything; the children w 1_1 see how valtatthleillus-.=-L-rations are in
mak ing the-text clear.

Activity 5: Fun With Flomoiy-ms

Fred Gwynne's books The Kirt- Who Rained Clootate Moo.se for Dinner
incaude excellent examples of -v-erbk1 misunderstvding. = Share one of the
boo=cs for fun or read a- few sta_-rements without S lialdrg tThe pictures. Ask

statements. Atte/ sharin_g the children's
the vocabulary its correct and incorrect

the children .to illustrate the
Pic- Lures and the book, discuss
mea=aings.

Alternatively, these books man be used fob, qllatiye dramatics. Read
a sw..entence from the book and as< 1-= one person of group te..) act out what
'is -heatit. Older children may e-al-jo'y corning up 01.--thsimiS4-..-ar pins or plays
on words.

Act ivity 6: Rumor Says .

The old "rumor game" can be used to teach .C114 value ft of checking back
to affbe sure a message is correct Begin with e lussage containing "who,
wha---t, where, when" elements, such as "Iresterday sally's =rog ate all the

kneage pasz.-_.sed by whispers
fror= student to student around the class, theta cuscusv tEhe warped message
that emerges at the' nd. Try tThe game a secotut wit.117h another message,
hut require everyone to repeat the message_ balc -to the Swender for cob-
fir=:nation before sending it on. Students should quickly wee how accuracy
i "inproved. (With first grad&----s the message cdtitet ga=a-bled so quickly,
it. t-bay be better to divide the into smelJeygroupS for .this activity..)
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This adtivity Oaz..nm be used to help children see how the misunderstanding
of a mesmecan lea d to conflict. Help them recall times they thought
someiotle said somethi-lng that in actuality was not the message.

Activityi: Ways to Send Messages

, _

of cooe message s can be sent in a variety of ways, and some ways
are 12t-terthan othe_ _r_s for certain situations. List on the board a variety
of way5 Aoconvey a 7==tessage: saying it; writing a note; making a phone
call; 016fig an obi act or picture; and acting it out. Then suggest a
yaariely afsituation s and ask class members which method of telling is
most qppxopriate. S ituations might include --

Tvialgoshoelace

salesm-an you want new shoes just like your old ones.

It-Ms-dog a frien-d to dinner.

ShoWjnghow happy you feel.

D--15oT1bing Whef,e you lave.

Arlocluuthg a cir-<zus.

ll4qa different p-iairs of students decide what method they would use
to seed ouof these messages. The students will see advantages of both
telli45 Oredrawing -_something like the appearance of a house. Acting it

out Wi.11, le most cle-ply valuable in telling someone' how to tie a shoelace.

ro.clke with play telephones (with students facing away from each oth
will demonstrate the--t talking on the telephone is often not as clear as
face-to-ueconversation. Some children might be able to give reasons
for thi.s,Nting use of hands and facial expressions.

row Yui have 03==ne children try giving instructions, with other
children following t=alese instructions carefully it's just about im-
possW.e, For examp=le, tying a shoelace from verbal instructions simply
can't pe Ow. Conclude by emphasizing that some ways of sending messages
are Dqttertan othe==ns, depending on the kind of message you are sending.
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LESSON 5: DIAL-A-LIKENESS, DIAL-A-DIFFERENCE

AREAS OF STUDY

Social Studies (interpersonal, cultural, and group relationS)

Language Arts (greeting, interviewing, comparing, and contrasting)

PURPOSE

Through structured verbal activities, the children will develop
awareness of human commonalities (likenesses) and differences.

OBJECTIVES

Children will --

Recognize, through talking with each other, that we all have something
in common and differabout something.

Be able to identify mmonalities and differences among cultures and/or
age groups.

SUGGESTED TIME

2 class periods and 1 in /out, school field trip

INTRODUCTION

Children can now use their growing communications skills to find out
more about human commonalities and differences. Encourage children to talk
with'each other and to share their similar likes, experiences, feelings.
At the same time, encourage open communication about their differences to

underStanding_of..and respect for, these differences.

If possible, after the children have communicated similarities and
differences.with their own classmates, extend the communication to include
others with whom the children are less familiar, including other ethnic
and/or hge groups. ,Helping children to recognize that they have many
qualities do common with others-iq.an important step toward improved under-
standing across age levels and across cultures.



Activity 1: Di-al-a-Likeness, Dial-a-Difference
- -

--
The communication game, "Dial-a-LiReness, Dial-a-Difference,-- 7111-

give children a chance to talk to others and find out about their like-
nesses and differences. Form two circles. Half the class will be the ,

outside circle and the otherhalf.the-inside otrclewith the two circles
facing each-other'Each parson will be across from a partner,-and-the_T
partners will change frequently. In a minute or two, see how many like-
nesses and/or differences can be communicated between partners. (Note:
the activity can be simplified to begin-with by limiting the sharing to
just likenesses first and differences /ater; or by asking each set of
partners to communicate just; one likeness and one difference.)

When the teacher calls time, each set of partners is asked to share
with the_class one likeness and/or difference they found out about. Then
"dial" or rotate the inside circle so that each person has a new partner,
and start them sharing likenesses/differences again. Continue until each
person-has met-many--par-tnersand is beginning to see that all people have
things in common as well as-differences. Make sure you have each set of
partners share orally with the whole giipat least-one_thing they found
out about each other. Encourage higher-level communication ag.they-continue,_
going beyond obvious physical likenesses and diffaranneS-to personal
opinions-, preferences, and tastes. Help the children to verbalize any
generalizations acquired through this communication activity.

An.alternate approach'is,to conduct this in triads (three children
This limits the number of exchanges but might be useful with younger
children Who have limited interest spans.

Inatriad one person speaks, one listens, and the third observes.
The teacher should limit the time for sharing -- 30 seconds for first
graders_is%ampla. The sharer begins to talk when the signal is given,

-telling-all-kihds-of-information-about-him-or_herself.,- Afler_the time
is-up; the listener tries to repeat everything mentioned, having the_same.
time limit. The obarver=may-provide key questions to help the listener
recall details.

The assignments then change. The listener becomes sharer; observer
changes to listener, and sharer is now-observer. The triad,repeats the
sequence until each person has played all- three roles.

At the end of the'complete Cycle, commonalitiesand'differences,
should be shared within each triad and then with the-COMPlete-PIa8s-.
A chart showing how the children are alike and different can be formed
during this sharing time.

One disadvantage to the triad method is that sometimes a threesome
can't cooperate. The total value of the lesson will be lost to those who

-Activities 1, 2., and 3 include material excerpted and adapted frm "Dial-
a-Likeness, Diala-Difference,",in Communication, Part A,- GloballPerspec-,

tives in Education, Inc:, ,1976,
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can't function well together. Therefo
children who will form each triad.

you may wish to select the

For first graders, you might modify the triad so there's one listener
and.two talkers. At the end of the triad sharing, the listener from each
group recalls what'he remembers with the total group. You then list the
coMmonalities and differences on a class chart.

FIRST GRADE SAMPLE.CHART

How we are alike How we are different

1:

2.

3.

SECOND AND THIRD GRADE SAMPLE CHART

Similarities Differences

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Activity 21 Discovering ,More About Each Other

Based on commonalities and differences gathered from the previous
activity, make'large wall charts with some of the different headings --
such as Saw Star Wars, Blue Eyes, Has a Pet, A Brownie/Cub Scout.
Instruct the children to sign their names to those group lists to which
they belong.,

:
. -

When the children have had a chance to sign all the lists to which they
are members, collect the lists. Without showing the children the title
of a list, call out all the names on a list; asking each to stand... Have
the members of that group talk with each other until they identify the
particular way in which they are ai_ke.. The rest of the classds watching
and listening.

In the process ofcdmmunicating, they will probably find other like-
nesses as well. Continue with the lists until a workable generalization
about human commonalitiesis understood and can be verbalized in the chil=-

dren's own words.
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-Example: An,interesting thingoCcurredin one classroom doing this
activity. Every child except one boy had signed one particular chart.
When the names of the children were called,.they all stood, with the
exception of the one who hadn't signed. The standingchildren began
to question each other trying to find out what they had in common. This
went on for 2 to 3 minutes before one student realized they could ask the
_seated child which chart he hadn't'signed. What was the characteristic?
He liked vegetables. All the other children hated them.

Activity 3: Analyzing Pictures

Extend these likeness/difference gameg to encompass learning about
other cultures. 'Give each child a picture of a person from another culture
or ethnic group. Ask each child to find out all the ways he or she is alike
and different from the person, in the picture. Encourage the children to
go beyond Aysical similarities .and differences; some of the pictures should
show people expressing common feelings and engaging in common activities
in different ways. (For example, mothers from different aiitures hold
their babies in a variety of ways, but maternal love and protection are
expressed in all.) Then have the children exchange pictures and do the
same with the new picture. Make lists showing commonalities and differences
as the children share t'heir findings with the total group.

Thee same activity can be done with a single picture;- with theftotal
class contributing ideas.

Activity 4: Loci Pen Pals

Many children enjoy writing to pen pals, but this needn't require
going outside your community. Arranging pen pals even within the same
-school district can also yield exciting experiences and shatter,sterotypes,
ad teachers participating in testing these exercises discovered.

Arrange with a colleague in another school to gxchange lists and pair
per pals. Writing letters then could become a monthly project with the chil-
.dren sharing information and special interests about themselves, their school
and hoMe activities, their hobbies, the organizations they belong to, etc.

dter the students have spent seval months exchanging letters, arrange
for-tlhe.classes to meet, if it is at all possible. One of the schools,
or a park, might be b. good setting- Play "Dial-a-Likeness, Dial-a-Difference"
(Activity-1)._'Let the group plan activities they would enjoy doing together
such as a game of kickball,-a picnic lunch, or a tour of the school.

fi
Clasbes need

grade levels can
ca' help twcitdif
n _is, etc.

not be of the _same grade .1evel. Two classrooms of different
also benefit.- Playing "Dial -a- Likeness, Dial-a-Difference"

ferent age groups see that they share common interests,
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LESSON 6: FOOLING QUR SENSES

AREAS 0-e STUDY

Science (the senses)

Language Arts' -(fables)

PURPOSE-

These exercises show children that our senses can't always be relied
upon, and that what wq=see comes partly froffiAtside and partly from.inside
our heads. A beginning understanding of the souces of misperception will
help students later on, when they confront barriers to cross-cultural
communication.

OBJECTIVES

Children will

Infer through water and mirror experiments that the sense of sight can
be fooled.

Recognize that the senses of touch and sight work beai.together.
F c.

Compare. perceptions of"an ink 1-Luf to see how people find different
- --

patterns in the same thin&

Use fables and personal stories to identify examples. of misperception.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

A. Simple water experiments can be used to show how our most,relied upon
sense -- that of sight -- can give is false information. A finger
in .a glassiof water looks fatter viewed from the side. A pencil put
part-way in a pan of water will seem to bend at the waterline. Have the
the children use their.sense of touch to disprove what their eyes tell
them.

Mirrors can be used similarly.- Have the children look at themselves,
and at the classroom, reflected in amirror. -Let them try to touch
their left, and right shoulder and toes by watching their reflections.
Ask whether they can tell you ifan object is on the right or left
side of the room by looking at the mirror image. The children should
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discoller that the mirror image is a reversed reflection of everything,
and one c r be easily fooled.

Use a grab bag to show that the sense of touch alone is not always
raiable. Blindfold children and let them try to identify objects_
only by-touch; then let them use sight also.

In conjunction with this; tell the class -the fable of the five blind
men=and the elephant (in which each man, touching a .different part of
the elephant, had a different idea of what the animal was like): Ask:
"Did you ever.make a mistake about someone or something because you .

':saw' only part of the situation?" Many fables illustrate faulty
perception..

D. Young children can begin to see how our minds make "sense out of
random patterns, according to our individual personal:cies and cultural
training. Use an ink blot to bring this across. Simply fold a piece
of paper over a drop of ink, to create the blot. Ask everyone to draw
a picture of what is in the blot, without talking. Then share class
ideas. Talk about other places where different People see different
patterns: in the clouds, the moon, a camp fire. Suggest that sometimes
-we "see" pat-terns in life that don't fit the facts, but come from
familiar ideas in our heads. -Per instance, we may think two kittens
are fighting when they really are playing. Draw analogies, as appropriate
to stories-or folktales your class knows (forexample, Chicken .Little's
perception that the sky was falling).

This lesson reprinted with minor changes from "Perception," in Communica mt.,

Part A, Global_ Perspectives in Education, Inc., 1976, pp. 16-17.
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LESSON 7: CONFLICT IN PICTURES

AREAS OP STUDY

Social Studies

Language Arts

Observation

PURPOSE

This exercise should help students to distinguish between conflict
and non-conflict situations. It is also a good way to begin talking
about constuctive ways to handle fights and arguments.

OBJECTIVES

Children will --

Recognize that there are many types of conflict.

Understand that conflicts' occur because of disagreements.

Recognize that conflicts involve emotions.

Begin to consider how conflicts can be settled without p ople getting
physically hurt.

MATERIALS

Collect about 20 large pictures, sane showing Conflicts and some
showing neutral situations. (You don't want children to think everything
is conflict.) You may ask your students to find pictures of problems,
disagreements, and fights in books and magazines. Or, you may choose
the pitta -es yourself; you may wish to make slides of them. Try to
include a variety of conflicts, as far as you think you/4 class can under-
stand them (e.g., personal, group, international, .violent,''verbal, economic,
rerigious). Local newspapers, Sports rilustrated, Time, Newsweek, instructor,
and Learning are good sources for pictures.

Adapted from Patterns of Human Con develOped by David C. King with
Global Perspectives in Education, Inc. -(Tarrytown, N.Y.: PrenticC-Hall
Media,'1974).
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INTRODUCTION

Minor and major conflicts occur daily in a child's life. They are
_1 part of growing up and learning to get along with others.

This lesson is designed to hello children recognize that conflicts
are normal and natural. Conflicts can be hurtful if they get out of
hand. But avoiding conflict, and holding back feelings and remaining
silent, rather than taking a stand, can also eventually hurt. Rec-
ognizing a conflict (as a disaggament or a, difference in interest)

g'at an early stage and learning '"to resolve the issue without getting
into a fight is-an important learning goal. One finding in the evaluation
of this project of Global Perspectives in Education was that students
in the program showed greater willingness to "talk over conflicts rather
than fighting." The primary'grades are an excellent place to begin dealing
with the concept of conflict.

PROCEDURES

Show the pictures to the class one at a -time -. Begin with such
questions as:

-1. What is happening in this picture?

2. How do you think the people are feeling?

Are the people having a. problem, or not agreeing?- How do you
know? (It is important to get students to see that stressful
facial expressions, clenched fists, and eglotions of anger and
.akiety,-are themselves only signals that a conflict situation
is_ developing. It is that which requires change or resolution.
The sials are not "b-d" in theftelves. )

What is the problem about?

5.- Is there anything in the picture that flakes you think the problem
might get worse?

6. Is someone being hurt, or about to be hurt? Do all arguments
have to end that way? Can you think of another way-to settle
this Conflict?

Next, compare several of the pictures, noting similarities and difference
while using the questions,

1. Which people are disagreeing?
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2. What is the conflict about?

How - the problem shown (words, looks, weapons)?

4.. How are the people feeling?

5. Could this conflict heiP anyone? Who might it help or hurt?

6. How do you think it will end?'

7. What other ending can you think of? Which do you prefer, nd why?

The more practice children have in dealing with conflict in positive
ways, tho better they should be able to cope with it in their own lives.
In the lessons that follow, the children :an deal more directly_ with the .

relationship of communication and /conflict.

FOLLOW-UP

To extend this beyond the piatures, have Children watch for conflicts
on the playground, in the lunchro m, on the bus, or on city streets. Let
them tell about or write a book out them in class. Discuss, using ques-
tions similar to those above.



LESSON CONFLICT WITH PUPPETS

ARIAS OF STUDY

Social Studies (relations, problem solving with others)

Language Arts (verbal' communication, drawing conclusa.ons)

Art (making puppets-)'

Drama

PURPOSE

Through the use of puppets t children will gain practice in resolv
-ing confliets-in ways that Seem -a ir.

OBJECTIVES

Children will

with a small grouprof peers in finding resolutions to specific
conflicts.

Dramatize their olen group's ideas in a brief puppet skit.

Recognize that several endings are possible in any conflict situation.

Practice going beyond their own first thoughts to accept resolutions
that .seem more workable or fair.

SUGGESTED TIME

2 class periods

MATERIALS

Puppets

Puppet stage

Materials for making puppets:

socks thread felt tip markers
-buttons needles tongue depressors
yarn glue scraps of construe
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INTRODUCTION

Pup7.etry is a proven method for dealing with human relations in the
classroom. It doesn't put anyone on the spot. The children are behind
the stage, not seen by the audience and can role-play someone else with
ease -- this -is often an aid in opening communication.

Most children love puppets and may use them daily for their own pleasure.
Still, "warm-up" activities are helpful for all children, Since the puppets
may be used in this lesson in a slightly different fashion from their use
in "Play."

It's fun to warm up with riddles, knotk-knook jokes, did you know, or
any short, silly, fun skit. Some children may just wish to introduce them-
selves by using the'puppet.

One teacher found this lesson to be a very successful staple learning
tool. Long after this particular lesson, her students used the puppets
to solve their arguments with each other. You might encourage this method
of settling conflicts; it is useful in helping children think in terms
of alternative solutions.

Activity 1: Choosing Alternatives

To help children see how puppets can portray and settle arguments,
stage a show for the class.. Since you will need help, prime, in advance,
a couple of children to be co-puppeteers. At the beginning, describe a
conflict, to give the class a sense of what they will later be-asked to do.
An idea for the puppet show might be Two siblings enter the TV room at
the same time, each wanting to watch a different program. They argue.
An adult enters and solves the problem by saying that the oldest child
-may select-the program to be watched-by both-; After the presentation,
discuss how the conflict got started. Whose fault was it? Could it have
been-avoided? Was it solved fairly? Can you think of other ways to solve
it?

Follow this by asking volunteers to dramatize another unresolved
dilemma:

You promised a friend you'd play together after school. In the
meantime, another friend invites you to go ice skating after!
school. You really want to go. What do you do?

.

iNote that this involves an inner conflict, as the child tries to
decide what to do. Other children should act the parts of the two chil-
dren offering invitations. A fou1.4th may offer advice or help explore the
alternatives the first is considering. Stop the drama before the decision
is made.
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After this presentation, break up into small discussion groups to
share feelings about the situation and alternative solutions. Bring
the total group back together to share their ideas. Again, use key
questions to draw out the many possibilities for handling the inner
conflict. This is important since the children find out how other class
members feel about the problem and simul aneously see the variety of
possibilities available for the particular problem.

Activity 2: Solving Conflicts

The children will want to get involved with the puppets on their own,
and they can begin with this activity.

Use the puppets to present a conflict to the class. Try this story,
leaving it open-ended:

Mark has been given a new book, which his younger sister, Julia,
finds. Mark comes in and wants the book, which he says is his.
Julia says she found it, he whsn't looking at it and she wants
it They begin fighting, and their father (or older cousin)
comes into the room and attempts to break up the fight. Out
there by having the father tuna to the audience and say some-
thing like, "1 don't know who to do about this; can you help me ft

Once again, break into small g oups,directing each group to work out
a -solution. M prepared to play o t their ending, using the DUDttptS.
When each small group is ready, all eturn to the large group and the
puppet shows are presented.

Usually there is,very little structured discussion after-each puppet
show, rather, spontaneous comments and clapping; After all group have

_presented their shows,. COMpare_the_solutionsWhile_,there_may be_simil
ties, tti'a differences will be good to notice.

Other sltuations needing endings:

Many conflicts occur between two people. This type of conflict should
be easy to identify. Just ask, "Have you ever had an argUment/fight
with .a friend? brother? sister? parent?", Allow for sharing because
there will be many stories 10 be told. Use their stories or ones
selected from below for puppet solutions on later occasions. ,

. You found-a toy car in your apartment house hallway. Yo
a neighbor, says it's his. What do'you doZ

friend,

Your sister has a friend over to play with her. You're alone. They
won't let you play with then. keep getting in their way. They
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still won't let you play with them. You keep getting in their way.
They yell at you, "o away, we don't want you!" What do you do?
How do you feel?

Two people get to the same desk chair at the same time. Each one
pushes the other. A fight breaks out.

You are in line to buy seconds at lunch and your money
of your hand. When you get it, the last piece of food
sold to the child-that took your place.

Two friends enter a school contest. Their entry wins.
the prize which is undividible?

falls out
has been

Who gets

You find a dollar on the classroom floor. Two children claim
they lost it. How do you identify the real loser?

Sometime you might use a "freeze" technique, stopping at various
during the dramatization, dispussing what has happened, what changes
have been made to prevent the conflict from dontinuing.

times
might

Activity Masking Puppets

After being introduced to puppetry and realizing how they can Use
'puppets, children enjoy constructing their own. Often children who are
-very shy will. talk freely with puppets on their hands,'especially those
that they-made. -Sock Puppets are :basy to-do:_ just take an old sock and,
with white glue,-paste on scrapS of material cut out for mouth, eyes, etc.
_(yarn does well for hair). An easier (but less durable) way is to use
paper lunchbags and to draw,faceSon-themwith crayons.

Teachers have made successful puppets 'starti4 with two erossed tongue
.depressors, stapled at.their crossing point. These are simple to produce
and the children have them ready for use . quickly.'

All that is needed in theway of addit#inal supplies is glue and
scrap paper. Head and clothing are cut to,fit the tongue depresSors'i.and

expression, hair, buttons, etc. can be drawn on or made from cUt
Paper. Hats, beits'; bows, etc., can be added, madeom pipe cleaners,
,glasses, etc.
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LESSON 9; "CRO SS DOUBLE"

AREAS OF STUDY

Language Arts

Art

Music

PURPOSE

Creative Movement

Social Studies

These lessons'continue presenting children with the opportunity to
explore a conflict situation and to find ways of resolving

Children are again making judgments and finding alternatives for
solutions. YY

OBJECTIVES

Children will

Increase listening skills, especially for noting details and sequences..

Demonstrate comprehension o the stor line through a variety of
means: (a) re-enacting 'the story, (b) drawing pictures of events
in the story, (c) choosing appropriate music for it.

Explore issues and-values in teacher-led discussion.

Mo e creatively and in ways-that seem appropriate to the character
they choose to portray.

Enhance group participation skills as they work together to produce
ra short drama.

Formulate and utilize criteria. for fair resolution of conflicts.fair

Reprinted with minor changes from "Cross Double," Intercom 84 85, Educa-
tion for a World in.ehange: A Working Handbook for Global Perspectives.
Copyright qD 1976 by Global PerspeCtives in Education, Inc.
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SUGGESTED TIME

3 class periods to hear, re-enact, and discuss the story.

Additional tdme will be needed if the teacher decides to extend the
lesson.-

MATERIALS

Sufficient space

Optional: Props
or materials for
Lesson 8)

INTRODUCTION

for storyacting (can be done outdoors, if necessary).

for storyacting
making puppets {for directiOns on making puppets, see

materials records/tapes, puppets

In some respects this "unfinished" story is similar to a folktale.
In it the animals speak, behave as humans might, and are perpleX'ed by
-ari ethical dilemma.

_There is an important difference between "Crass Double" ana traditional
folktales, however. The latter are usually aimed directly at the trans-
mission of values. As May Hill Arbuthnot put*it, "Folktales taught
children and reminded their elders of what was proper and moral." They
hammered home the ethics and moral codes which were commonly accepted
in a given society. This story purposely does not aim at direct trans-
mission of values. It poses.an ethical dilemma which children can readily
comprehend, but it does not resolve that dilemma. Those who read or hear
the story are left to wrestle with the value questions it raises. Readers
and hearers are asked to devise criteria for the fair resolution of
conflict and are urged to use those criteria as they propose their own
solutions.

Emphasis should E'e placed on the substantive value questions posed
by the story. Nevertheless, theplesson affords many opportunities for
skill development!
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The story which follows, "Cross Double," was written by Margaret
Stimmann Branson (c. 1J72). When the story was written, it did
not have such an imaginative title. "Cross Double" was bestowed
by a boy in the first grade in an inner city school in the San
Francisco Biy area. His teacher was one of sevctal who gra-
ciously offered to assist.the author in field testing a number
of stories written to promote creative thought and increase the
communications skills of younger children. When the teacher
finished reading, the boy appeared to be preoccupied. He did
not join in the class discussion for a long time. Then, as the
casting for the reenactment was being completed, he suddenly
blurted, out its thoughts, "You know what this story is really
about?" he demanded of no one in particular. "It's about a
cross double -- that's what it's about." In appreciation of
that first-grader's moment of "concept attainment," the story
was renamed.

"CROSS DOUBLE"

Whenever Darius Deer and Titus TUrtle met they got into an argument.
They disagreed about a2 most everything. They quarreled about whether
it was better to be tall or short. They quibbled about whether animals
with claws could do more than those with hooves. Sometimes they debated
whether it was better to be covered with fur or with a shell. At other
times they disputed whether it was right for animals to eat meat, as
turtles do, or whether deer are correct to eat only vegetables. In
time they began to bicker about which of them was more handsome. They
fussed about who was smarter.

Day and night. ,Night and day. Their angry disputes rang through
the woods. Finally the other animals got tired of their unending battles.
Bernie Beaver suggested that they have a contest to settle their differ-
ences once and for all. Whichever one of them won would be named "King
of the Woods." He made them promise that regardless of who won the
contest there were to be no more arguments.

As soon as Bernie Beaver suggested a contest, Darius Deer said,
"That is a fine idea. I challenge Titus Turtle to a race. 'Let us_

run ten miles from the edge of the stream to th6 old mill."

Darius knew he could win the race easily; however, he also knew
deep down inside that it would not be a fair match. perhaps he should
have suggested alnore equal contest. But he wanted to Win so much that
he pushed aside thoughts of fairness.-
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Imagine how surprised the deer was when the turtle agreed. "Darius,
I-know you are famous as a runner. Your legs are much longer than,mine._
YOu, can leap high in the sky. But I will accept your challenge anyway.
I till you to the old mill. You run the ten miles on the land. I

will run the miles in the water."

"Let us meet tomorrow morning at nine o'clock at the .edge of the
stream. Bernie Beaver can be the judge. He can decide which of us will
be named 'King of the Woods'.".

As soon as they parte4 Titusscooted off to find his family. He
asked ten of his brothers and sisters to help him. Each of the ten.
was to be posted secretly at every mile-marker along the racecourse.
Titus himself would begin at the starting point.

Meanwhile, news that the two rivals wer goingto race spread
through the woods. By nine o'clock many of __e animals were gathering
at the edge of the stream to watch the race begin. Bernie Beaver lined
up the two contestants. Then he,gave the signal. "On your marks- Get
set!- Go!" he. shouted.

_Away jetted Darius. Deer. He was out of sight before the'turtle
really got underway. When the deer passed the.first mile-marker, he
called out, "Titus Turtle, are you there?"

To his surprise a voice came back from the stream, writ
am here."

The deer doubled his speed. When he came to the second mile-marker,
he called out, 'Tlello! Are you here, Titus?"

"HELLO YOURSELF! I am right here."

At the next mile -post the same thing happened. And it happened at
the next and the next and the next mile-markers. When Darius Deer
reached the seventh mile post, he called, 'Titus Turtle, are you here?

"You bet I

ilis was
for himself.

"Titus,"
a tie. What

'We will see. We will see. I will get there in time," answered
the turtle. Meanwhile. he just kept on swimming, never losing a stroke.

rn," came the answer.

tocomuch!
There was

panted the
will we do

Darius Deer ran to the edge of the stream to see
the turtle bobbing along slowly in the water.

deer, "it looks.as though our race may end in
then?"
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Darius Deer dashed back o the racing path. He began to jump higher
and higher; as he bounded along. No short, squat turtle was going to
beat him! When he reached the ninth mile-marker, he shouted, "I know
you are not there this time, Titus."

"Oh, yes " the turtle shot back.

The deer could not believe his ears. Faster and faster he ran.
Higher and higher he jumded. He was getting very tired, but the end
was near. One more great leap should take him across the finish line.
Up he flew until his hooves almost touched the treetops. But when he
came down, who should he see but a turtle sitting calmly at the finish
line shaking the water off his back.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Read the story aloud
-ipg activ

1.

clss. Use the following steps to develop

List the characters in the story on the chalkboard.

2. -Review the events of the story. Ask questions which help children
focus on the key situations. Be sure students are thoroughly
familiar with the plot and its essential details;

Pantomime the actions of variou.'animals first. Let students
demonstrate how they might leap like a deer, swim like a turtle,
walk like a bear, fly along the'race course like a bird, etc.
To help students develop freer and more rhythmic motions, you
may wish to use music appropriate to such movements of the various
animals aS hopping, jumping, loping, running, swimming, and
leaping.

4.4 Cast the story. Let students volunteer for the parts they wish
to play, -Those not-cast in specific roles. can be asked to por-
tray an animal not mentioned.in the story but one'who,might'have
lived in the woods and listened to the argumentative turtle and
deer. Let the children decide whether the animal they chooseto
portray ought to Walk, fly, crawl, or creep to the,edge of the
stream to watch the race.,

5. Do some initial probing of feelings. Ask questions in the affective
domain. Fore ample, you might ask questions like these=

-- How do you thin]s the deer felt on his way. to the race? Why?
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How do you think the turtle felt?

How do you think the turtle's brothers and sisters felt? Why?

How do you think the animal you are going to be is feeling as
it makes its way to the race?

Storyacting. Let the students re-enact'the story. Encourage
thereto express the ideas of the story in their own words.
Encourage them to invent dialogue and actions they think appropriate.
(Alternative: The storyacting could be performed by use of puppets.)

7. Evaluating the storyacting. ,Ask for and give praise to the
dramatists first. rater ask for suggestions for improvement.
Praise students who make particularly good suggestions.

FOR DISCUSSION

Discuss the substantive, value questions which emergfrom hearing/
reading the story. The children may realize that "Cross Double" is an
unfinished story. It endv, but the issues are not resolved. Explore
:those issues with questions such as these:

-- Why were Darius'Beer and Titus Turtle always arguing? What did
each of ,them want or prize most?

Why did Bernie Beaver suggest the deer and the turtle. settle their
differences in a contest? Why.did the deer agree to a race? Why

did the turtle a-ee?

-- Was it a fair contest?

How do you feel about the way the race ended?

What rules should have been agreed upon before the race began?
(Let the children Suggest some rules :. List them on the chalkboard;
evaluate the suggested rules.)

-- Imagine that you were 'Bernie Beaver he judge. What would you

do next? Why?

At an appropriate'time, steer the disglassion toward consideration of
the largerideasitoncepts inherent in the story. Some suggested questions:

-- Are the problems in the story like those in real life? For example,
do you know people who always argue -- even about unimportant
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matters and disturb others? How should those people be
treated? Why?

Imagine that a sixth grader in our school challenged &first
grader to a race? Would that be fair, even if the first grader
agreed to the race?

- When do you think rules about a contest ought to be made? Who
should make those rules? Who should see that the rules are obeyed?
How? Why?

Why do people sometimes cheat to win?

-- How would you feel if you won something unfairly? Why?

Rules Allow Fairness

EXTENDING THE LESSON
'4

1- Let the children draw the events of the story in sequence on a
long sheet.of shelf or butcher paper. Let them write appropriate
dialogue in "comic strip" bubbles.

2. Emphasize' math skills by dividing thd paper into ten equal segments
which r6present each of the mile-markers along which one of Titus'
brothers or sisters was stationed.

Let the children listen to short record selections and ident
the music they deem most appropriate to the varied scenes in
the story or moods of the characters.

Ask the children to write a paragraph describing how they would
resolve the conflict.

Make a chart of the criteria used the children when arriving
at fair resolutions that might'be used.

,fr
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